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The Chequered F1ag

A Formula One blog by Stephen English
www.stephenenglish.ie

New three-year regulations
confirmed for Formula 1
A radical overhaul of the technical and sporting
regulations has been confirmed for Formula 1 to be
implemented within the next three years.

As expected in last week’s Chequered F1ag new
engine regulations were confirmed with the sport’s
governing body, the FIA, announcing that 2012 will
be the final year of the current 2.4 litre V8 engines
with a 1.6 four cylinder power plant to be used from
2013 onwards. This change is in effort for the sport
to promote more efficient engines and reduce fuel
consumption by between 33% and 50%.

Compromise found between power and efficiency
Motorsport has long trumpeted its impact on road

going technology and this move is seen as an attempt
to assist in the manufacturing of more efficient
engines for road cars in future. While the move
has been derided by many; a common consensus
amongst fans being that as Formula 1 is the pinnacle
of the sport there should to be high capacity engines
that were “at the cutting edge.”

It is worth remembering that at present there has
been stability in engine regulations since 1989 with
each power unit basically derived from the same
template-high capacity and high revving normally
aspirated units.

In 2013 it will has been almost 25 years of
development for the former engines, how much more
can engineers find? The law of diminishing returns
shows that apex is being reached and that it will be
beneficial to see what can be learned from the new
engines.

This is the longest period of time in which the
philosophy of engines has been stable in the history of
Formula 1, therefore the question needing to be asked
is whether the sport truly is at the “cutting edge” at
present.

While power will be reduced by the change in
regulations the FIA also announced that energy recover
systems will be utilised in conjunction with the new
units. This move will see power stay at a comparable
level to today while the engine offer greater efficiency;
it seems like a perfect compromise.

Going forward into next year the FIA also
announced a raft of technical and sporting changes.
After the tedious Bahrain Grand Prix to open the
year the FIA investigated ways to improve racing and
increase overtaking, next year will bear the fruits of
those discussions. The movable rear wing concept has
been approved and will be part of Formula 1 going
forward.

Was this the best solution to aid overtaking?
With aerodynamics cited as the main cause of

difficultly when trying to overtake another car the
thinking behind this concept is to allow cars to reduce
their downforce, and increase speed, when in close
company. This will, in theory, give it an advantage
down a straight to get past the car in front. It is an
interesting idea but one that strikes of artificiality.
It should be difficult to overtake in Formula 1; these
are the best drivers in the world driving the most
advanced machinery. Why should changes like these
be made?

Surely there were alternatives to this type of
regulation, maybe the FIA should have looked at the
aerodynamic characteristics of Indy Cars from past
years to see that even without methods such as this
it is possible to have overtaking without bringing in
gimmicks such as this.

Earlier in the year there was talk of bringing “ground
effect” back to Formula 1 and thus giving the cars a
greater influence from mechanical grip rather than
maintain the current stranglehold that aerodynamics
hold over the performance of a car. In the late
seventies and early eighties ground effect became du
rigour in Formula 1 after Lotus exploited it to win the
1978 championship with Mario Andretti.

The advantage of ground effect is that whatever
increases there are in grip are not affected by the
turbulent wake of the car in front and as a result cars
can be in close proximity to one another without a
massive loss of grip.

Indy Cars, for example, derive the majority of their
grip from the advantages of ground effect and in the
past showed the benefits of such a system leading to
exciting racing with drivers capable of overtaking one
another.

In recent years Indy Cars have moved more
towards aerodynamic grip, similar to Formula
1, and the racing has suffered. Anyone who saw
the quality of racing offered Stateside in the late
nineties would understand the potential benefits
of ground effect over the changes just announced
by the FIA.

Going forward moveable wings could offer great
benefit but it is worth remembering that similar
benefits to the racing have been talked about in the
past only to see little change in the on track action.

BOXING O’Hanlon Park Boxing Club

Paddy pays a visit
FIGHTERS at O’Hanlon Park
Boxing Club were given a treat
on Tuesday night when Irish
Olympic bronze medallist Paddy
Barnes braved the Arctic weather
conditions to pop in for a visit.

The Belfast Holy Family light
fly-weight, who won Ireland’s
first medal at the 2008 Olympics
in Beijing, stayed for over two and
a half hours, signing autographs,
posing for pictures and even
taking part in pad sessions with
some of the club’s up and coming
talents.

The local boxers were also
given the opportunity to pose
with the 23-year-old’s Olympic
bronze medal, his 2010 European
Amateur Boxing Championships
gold medal and the 2010
gold medal won at the Delhi
Commonwealth Games.

Paul Taaffe, Head Coach of
O’Hanlon Park Boxing Club, said
the trip left a lasting impression
on the club’s youngsters.

“Paddy kept to his promise of
coming down to see us”, he said.
“Despite the bad weather he
travelled from Belfast and stayed
for nearly three hours. There is no
heirs or graces about the man, he
is modest and as down to earth as
you can get.

“The visit was well appreciated
by the members of the club”,
added Taaffe. “He took his
three medals with him and was
fantastic standing for photos
and signing autographs. We had
kids from six years of age getting
the opportunity to mix with an
Olympic boxer and he had them
kids grinning from ear to ear. On
behalf of the club, I would like to
sincerely thank him for his visit.”
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By Gavin McLaughlin

Paddy Barnes pictured with O’Hanlon Park Boxing Club coaches Leo Johnstone,
Keith Taaffe, Ciaran Maguire, Eugene Dunbar, Paul Taaffe and Eddie Lawless.

Irish Olympic bronze medal winner Paddy Barnes picturedwith young boxers
from O’Hanlon Park Boxing Club. All pictures:Arthur Kinahan.

Paddy Barnes showing his medals to Ned Stokes
on his visit to O’Hanlon Park Boxing Club.

O’Hanlon Park Head Coach Paul Taaffe explaining
the potential of the club to Paddy Barnes.

Paddy Barnes pictured with Robert Bell and
Kevin Meenan on his visit to O’Hanlon BC.

BASKETBALL North East Regional Basketball League

DUNDALK Ravens
recorded a great team
performance on Saturday
night at the Sports Centre
to beat league rivals
Longford Torpedos.

Longford were boosted
with the return of John
Ward from the US to
partner his brother
Jimmy in the attacking
end. The Ravens were also
at full strength with two
new additions in their
ranks: DkIT rookie guard
AJ O’Neil and Andrius
Burba. Also playing his
first game of the season
was former underage star
Aaron Lawless.

In the first quarter the
Torpedos showed their
intend on winning the
gamebygoingeightpoints
up in the first few minutes
of the contest but the
Ravens pulled back with
some good team scores

and individual scores
from Mindi Savicius and
Marius Jaskiskis.

Some strong rebounds
by Andrius Burba and
Darren McGovern set
the Ravens on fast break
which helped point guard
Fu Faapito make some
easy assists to others on
the run. Longford, led by
point guard Mell McGirr,
never lay down and gave
as good as they got on
the offensive side. At the
end of an exciting first
quarter Longford led by
two points.

In the second quarter
the Ravens management
gave AJ O’Neill his chance
at point and he repaid
this by scoring nine quick
fire points in the second
quarter including a three
pointer.

The Ravens began
to play some excellent

passing basketball and
this made the Longford
defence very tired quickly.
ScoresfromAaronLawless
and Mindi Savicius and
some great defensive
rebounding from Andrius
Burba meant the Ravens
out scored Longford by
11 points in the quarter to
go up nine points at half
time.

At the beginning of
the third quarter the
Torpedos changed from
zone defence to man to
man but this didn’t stop
the Ravens scoring easily
at times with good scores
coming from Darren
McGovern,DavidMaguire
and John Rafferty.

The Torpedos
continued to keep up
with the Ravens and their
leading scorer, Jimmy
Ward (31 points), excelled
and scored at times when
he wanted. At the end of
the third the score was 65-
56 to the Ravens.

In the forth quarter
the Ravens quickly put
the Longford outfit out
of sight with some great
fast break scores and
long range shooting.
The starters where given
a rest and the younger
Ravens took charge of
the last seven minutes of
the game, showing some
great maturity, as the
Ravens ran out victorious
90-71.

This win means the
Ravens stay top of the
North East Regional
League with four wins

and one loss to date. Next
up is a tough away trip
to Mullingar Dragons on
Friday night.

DUNDALK RAVENS:
Darren McGovern (4 points),
Fu Faapito, Tada Nerbastias,
Mindi Savicius (26 points),

Aaron Lawless (11 points),
David Maguire (14 points),
AJ O’Neil (11 points), John
Rafferty (2 points), Mateusz
Karpinski, Marius Jaskiskis
(11 points), Andrius Burba (8
points).

Ravens stay
top as they
torpedo
Longford
DUNDALK RAVENS 90
LONGFORD TORPEDOS 71

Aaron Lawless made his first apperance of the sea-
son for the Dundalk Ravens on Saturday.


